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Chapter 2

Introduction

Quantum systems can occupy peculiar states, such as superposition or entangled states.

These states are intrinsically fragile and eventually get wiped out by inevitable interactions

with the environment. Protecting quantum states against decoherence is a formidable and

fundamental problem in physics, which is pivotal for the future of quantum computing. The

theory of quantum error correction provides a solution, but its current envisioned implemen-

tations require daunting resources: a single bit of information is protected by encoding it

across tens of thousands of physical qubits.

My research focuses on protecting quantum information in an entirely new type of qubit

with two key speci�cities. First, it is be encoded in a single superconducting circuit resonator

whose in�nite dimensional Hilbert space can replace large registers of physical qubits. Sec-

ond, this qubit is rf-powered, continuously exchanging photons with a reservoir. This ap-

proach challenges the intuition that a qubit must be isolated from its environment. Instead,

the reservoir acts as a feedback loop which continuously and autonomously corrects against

errors. This correction takes place at the level of the quantum hardware, and reduces the need

for error syndrome measurements which are resource intensive.

The circuits we develop manipulate quantum states of light, whose utility transcends the

long term goal of quantum computing, and can readily be used to probe fundamental prop-

erties of matter. In mesoscopic physics where a large number of particles exhibit collective

quantum phenomena, the measurement tools to characterize subtle quantum e�ects are of-

ten lacking. My research is also aimed at measuring the spin entanglement of a single Cooper

pair, by coupling a superconductor to a circuit composed of microwave resonators and a car-

bon nanotube. The spin entanglement can be swapped into microwave photons, which can

be detected by deploying the arsenal of quantum limited microwave measurement devices.
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2.1 Context and motivations

A quantum system interacts with its environment, if ever so slightly, no matter how much

care is put into isolating it. The system is progressively revealing its state to its surroundings,

resulting in the irreversible destruction of quantum coherence [Haroche and Raimond, 2006].

Nonetheless, during the last half century, immense progress has beenmade towards extending

coherence times by minimizing the sources of noise and their coupling to the system. In the

1980s, the dream of controlling individual quantum systems to boost our computational capa-

bilities was born, but achieving a quantum speedup was hampered by the need for noise lev-

els which were so out of reach that the future of quantum computing seemed doomed. Great

hope was reestablished by the theory of quantum error correction (QEC) and its fault-tolerant

implementation [Shor, 1996]. In QEC, groups of noisy physical quantum bits (qubits) are ar-

ranged together to encode qubits with reduced noise, called logical qubits, and fault-tolerance

establishes that noisy quantum computers can operate reliably if the noise is below a thresh-

old. A strong focus in quantum architecture design has been to increase this threshold to a

value within experimental reach, but this has come at the price of requiring a daunting hard-

ware overhead: a single logical qubit is encoded across tens of thousands of physical qubits

[Fowler et al., 2012]. Therefore, there is a desperate need for new ideas to encode and protect

quantum information, and this is the main topic of this proposal.

As a physical platform, I use superconducting Josephson circuits. Unlike microscopic en-

tities such as individual atoms or ions, these circuits are macroscopic arrangements of pieces

of superconducting material, assembled in the form of metallic wires and plates [Devoret and

Schoelkopf, 2013]. Their state is described by collective degrees of freedom such as voltages

and currents, which behave quantum mechanically. Superconductivity and the Josephson

e�ect endow these circuits with low loss and non-linearity, making them ideal systems to en-

gineer complex architectures suitable for quantum information processing.

Over the last few years, together with colleagues, we have developed the theory and ex-

perimental implementation of a new paradigm towards quantum computing [Leghtas et al.,

2013a, Mirrahimi et al., 2014]. Usually, a qubit is encoded in two energy levels of a system

such as an ion or a spin. We took an orthogonal direction. We encoded a logical qubit in a

harmonic oscillator [Leghtas et al., 2013a], which has an in�nite dimensional Hilbert space,

and can therefore replace a register of multiple physical qubits, thus reducing the overhead

required for QEC. This paradigm was coined the “cat-qubit” since Schrödinger cat states play

6
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the role of the two qubit states [Vlastakis et al., 2013, Sun et al., 2014]. This led us to reach

a landmark in the �eld of QEC: for the �rst time, we extended the lifetime of a logical qubit

beyond the lifetime of its constituent parts [Ofek et al., 2016]. Up to now, our implementation

lacked the key property of fault-tolerance. In a fault-tolerant implementation of QEC, the fail-

ure of a single component results in at most a correctable error, a feature which is necessary

for scalable quantum computing.

I

Q

Figure 2.1: Quantum information is encoded in superpositions of Schrödinger cat states

(Wigner functions) in high quality cavities (blue). An engineered coupling to a bath (blue

waves and dashed mirror) exponentially suppresses bit-�ip errors. Exotic circuits (double

crossed box), composed of original arrangements of Josephson junctions (JJ) and high kinetic

inductance materials, mediate fault-tolerant gates and measurements (green).

My current research focus is to build on these ideas to realize a fault-tolerant logical qubit

(see Fig. 2.1). The starting point is to develop a new qubit: unlike others, our qubit is rf-

powered, continuously exchanging microwave photons with a reservoir. This approach de-

feats the natural intuition that a good qubit must be isolated from its environment. Instead, a

carefully tailored interaction, (here exchanges of pairs of photons) anchors two steady states

which are inherently stable and are therefore ideal to robustly encode quantum information.

In this dynamical qubit, as the steady state energy is increased, bit-�ips are exponentially sup-

pressed and become negligible in comparison with phase-�ips [Mirrahimi et al., 2014, Les-

canne et al., 2020]. Such qubits are said to have biased noise and present signi�cant advantages

to reduce the overhead for fault-tolerant quantumcomputing [Aliferis andPreskill, 2008,Web-

ster et al., 2015, Tuckett et al., 2018].
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Figure 2.2: A single Cooper pair (CP) in a central superconducting lead (circled pair of spins

inside the superconducting energy gap 2∆), will be spatially split (at rate teℎ) into two quantum

dots (QD), each embedded in a microwave cavity (green and blue). These QDs will be formed

by a carbon nanotube (CNT) (not represented). An engineered spin-photon coupling gS will

swap the CP spin entanglement into two entangled photons propagating at rate �r (wavy ar-

rows circled with dashed line) which will be measured with quantum-limited ampli�ers (not

represented).

The challenge (but also the appeal) of this approach is that it relies on careful tailoring of

non-linear interactions, which requires elaborating “exotic” circuits: original arrangements of

Josephson junctions (JJ) and new highly inductive materials [Grünhaupt et al., 2018]. These

circuits present an interest which transcends their initially envisioned use for quantum com-

puting, and can readily be used to probe fundamental properties ofmatterwith unprecedented

precision. As an example, in the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrie�er (BCS) theory of superconductiv-

ity, the BCS ground state is a highly entangled state of pairs of electrons, known as Cooper

pairs (CP). Althoughmany features of the BCS ground state are observed through e�ects such

as the Josephson e�ect, the spin entanglement of an individual CP has never been measured.

This is why I am insterested in coupling a superconducting lead to a circuit composed of mi-

crowave resonators, a carbon nanotube and fermionic reservoirs (see Fig.2.2). A single CP

will be isolated into a double quantum dot (QD) formed by a carbon nanotube (CNT), and

by synthesizing a strong spin-photon coupling, its spin entanglement will be swapped into

microwave photons. Using exquisitely well controlled quantummicrowave detectors made of

superconducting circuits, we will attempt to detect these photons and quantify the entangle-

ment of a single CP.
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By conceiving exotic circuits to �rst protect quantum information and then probe funda-

mental properties of matter, my research addresses problems at the boundaries of quantum

engineering and fundamental physics. It aims at overcoming the outstanding di�culty of

hardware overhead for fault-tolerant quantum computing, and opens the path to probe com-

plex mesoscopic phenomena at the quantum level.
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2.2 Early achievements

Encoding and protecting quantum information in a cavity

During my PhD, while I was a visiting student at Yale, I participated in the data analysis of

an experiment where we observed Schrödinger cat states [Kirchmair et al., 2013a]. This ex-

perience echoed with a parralel project on cat states in which I was envolved with the group

of Serge Haroche, Jean-Michel Raimond and Michel Brune [Sarlette et al., 2012]. Inspired by

these works, we proposed a newway of encoding and protecting quantum information [Legh-

tas et al., 2013a], later coined the “cat qubit”. The idea was to use the large Hilbert space of

a superconducting cavity to redundantly encode information in cat states. This would dra-

matically reduce the overhead required for error correction. This idea became a major line

of research in the groups of Michel Devoret and Robert Schoelkopf at Yale, and led to several

pioneering results. First, we encoded information in cat states [Vlastakis et al., 2013], and

then repeatedly measured an error syndrome [Sun et al., 2014]. Combining these results, we

showed for the �rst time, that QEC can extend the lifetime of a quantum bit [Ofek et al., 2016].

Thanks to the originality of our approach, we were the �rst to reach this landmark despite in-

tense competition from large groups like IBM and Santa Barbara.

Stabilizing quantum states by dissipation engineering

Duringmy PhD, we proposed a theoretical protocol to stabilize entangled states of a supercon-

ducting circuit [Leghtas et al., 2013b]. This was based on a subtle interplay of coherent drives

and dissipation. We showed that although dissipation usually destroys entanglement, if it is

combined with carefully tailored couplings, it can instead protect (stabilize) entanglement. A

few months later, our protocol was successfully implemented [Shankar et al., 2013]. In par-

allel, our protocol was declined to e�ciently cool a qubit to its ground state [Geerlings et al.,

2013].

Protecting and controlling quantum information by dissipation engineering

During my post-doctoral years, we combined the ideas of dissipation engineering and QEC

and proposed a new protected (logical) qubit [Mirrahimi et al., 2014]. Our qubit is continu-

ously interacting with its environment through drives and dissipation. This engineered dissi-

pation provides a strong protection against certain error sources, and opens the way towards

fault-tolerant qubit gates. A year later, I carried out an experiment showing that is possible
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to stabilize not only a single quantum state, but rather a manifold of quantum states [Leghtas

et al., 2015], which could then be used to encode quantum information. We then performed

coherent oscillations in this manifold [Touzard et al., 2018a]. Finally, we discovered the limi-

tations of our former circuits when subject to strong drives [Lescanne et al., 2019, Verney et al.,

2019]. This has guided us towards circuit architectures which circumvent these limitations,

leading to the recent observation of the exponential suppression of bit-�ips in a cat-qubit [Les-

canne et al., 2020].

Five selected publications (Bibliometrics from web of knowledge)

∙ R. Lescanne, M. Villiers, T. Peronnin, A. Sarlette, M. Delbecq, B. Huard, T. Kontos, M. Mir-

rahimi and Z. Leghtas. Exponential suppression of bit-�ips in a qubit encoded in an oscillator.

Nature Physics 16, 509–513 (2020).

∙ Z. Leghtas, S. Touzard, I. M. Pop, A. Kou, B. Vlastakis, A. Petrenko, K. M. Sliwa, A. Narla,

S. Shankar, M. J. Hatridge, M. Reagor, L. Frunzio, R. J. Schoelkopf, M. Mirrahimi, and M. H.

Devoret. Con�ning the state of light to a quantummanifold by engineered two-photon loss. Sci-

ence, 347(6224):853–857, (2015). 159 citations.

∙M.Mirrahimi, Z. Leghtas, V. V. Albert, S. Touzard, R. J. Schoelkopf, L. Jiang, andM. H. De-

voret. Dynamically protected cat-qubits: a new paradigm for universal quantum computation.

New J. Phys., 16(4):045014, (2014). 162 citations.

∙ B. Vlastakis, G. Kirchmair, Z. Leghtas, S. E. Nigg, L. Frunzio, S. M. Girvin, M. Mirrahimi,

M. H. Devoret, and R. J. Schoelkopf. Deterministically encoding quantum information using

100-photon schrodinger cat states. Science, 342(6158):607–610, (2013). 258 citations.

∙ Z. Leghtas, G. Kirchmair, B. Vlastakis, R. J. Schoelkopf, M. H. Devoret, and M. Mirrahimi.

Hardware-e�cient autonomous quantummemory protection. Phys. Rev. Lett., 111(12):120501,

(2013). 92 citations.
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2.3 Outline of the memoir

This memoir contains a combination of recent, ongoing and future projects in my team. Each

one of my three major research themes is described in a dedicated chapter. Chapter 3 focuses

on quantum computing with Schrödinger cat states. This has been an ongoing project since

my PhD. This e�ort is led bymy PhD students Camille Berdou, Ulysse Rélglade andmy former

PhD student Raphaël Lescanne (now CTO at quantum computing startup Alice&Bob). Chap-

ter 4 describes a recent and ongoing project on exotic superconducting circuits. It is led by

my postdoc Clarke Smith. This chapter contains unpublished preliminary data which, since

the time of writing, have been completed and published in [Smith et al., 2020b]. Chapter 5 is

a project proposal on a growing interest in my team: using superconducting circuits to probe

mesoscopic systems. This work is led by my PhD student Marius Villiers, in collaboration

with Takis Kontos, Audrey Cottet and Matthieu Delbecq.
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Chapter 3

Quantum computing with

Schrödinger cat states

3.1 State of the art

3.1.1 Fault-tolerant quantum computing

Quantum physics has rapidly grown from a theory illustrated with thought experiments, to an

experimental discipline where single particles are manipulated in controlled environments

[Haroche and Raimond, 2006]. The increasing level of control has nourished the dream of

one day using quantum systems to accomplish computational tasks which would outperform

current technologies [Nielsen and Chuang, 2000]. However, despite outstanding progress,

the residual coupling of quantum systems to their environment (decoherence) and the impre-

cision in manipulations, has hampered the emergence of quantum machines. The required

error rates of operationswould need to be so low that they seemedunachievable in any foresee-

able future, and therefore, a large scale quantummachine could not be built. Our con�dence

that these machines could be built was boosted by the theory of quantum error correction

(QEC) and its fault-tolerant implementation [Shor, 1996]. Fault-tolerance establishes that in

spite of errors, provided they are smaller than a threshold, quantum bits (qubits) can be ar-

ranged to run arbitrarily large computations, with arbitrarily low error rates.

The usual approach toQEC is �rst to list the errors onewants to correct against [Shor, 1995,

Steane, 1996, Reed et al., 2012]. Typically, these are uncorrelated single qubit bit-�ips, phase-

�ips, and simultaneous bit-�ips and phase-�ips (X, Z and Y errors). Then, groups of physical

qubits are arranged together to redundantly encode a single quantumbit of information, called
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a logical qubit. Well chosen observables (error syndromes) detect whether one of the enlisted

errors has occurred, and this information is fed-back to correct the error. The goal is to obtain

a logical qubit with a longer lifetime than its constituent physical qubits. This procedure can

be concatenated by replacing each physical qubit by a logical qubit, leading to arbitrarily long

lifetimes. In order to perform operations (gates) on a logical qubit, the physical qubits need to

bemanipulated. Fault-tolerance sets a stringent criterion for these gates: during the operation,

a single error in any part of the system must result, at most, in a correctable error at the end

of the gate. For example, it is imperative that an error on one physical qubit must not result

(e.g. through the application of gates), in an extra error on another qubit, which would lead

to a correlated error, and since the code was not designed to correct such errors, the logical

qubit will be compromised. One of themost outstanding challenges in quantum computing is

that currently known fault-tolerant architectures require prohibitive resources: a single logical

qubit would need to be encoded over tens of thousands of physical qubits [Fowler et al., 2012].

Today, controlling tens of physical qubits remains a challenge [Otterbach et al., 2017].

3.1.2 Superconducting circuits

My research focuses on a particularly promising physical platform: superconducting circuits.

Unlikemicroscopic entities such as individual atoms or ions, these circuits aremacroscopic ar-

rangements of pieces of superconductingmaterial, assembled in the formofmetallicwires and

plates [Devoret and Schoelkopf, 2013]. The physical dimensions of these pieces translate into

distributed capacitances and inductances and the state of the circuit is described by collective

degrees of freedom such as voltages and currents, which behave quantummechanically. Two

main ingredients make superconducting circuits appealing for quantum information process-

ing. First, the Josephson junction (JJ), which is formed by two superconducting electrodes

(usually aluminum) separated by a thin insulating barrier (usually a few nanometers of alu-

minum oxide). The JJ endows the circuit with the non-linearity needed to isolate two energy

states and form a qubit, without adding dissipation and dephasing. Second: superconduc-

tivity, which garantees the frictionless �ow of electrical �uid through the metal at low tem-

perature, leading to modes with small dissipation. The possibility to fabricate a wide variety

of circuits make them ideal systems to engineer complex architectures suitable for quantum

information processing. In the quest of improving the lifetime of superconducting qubits, an

active area of research is to improve circuit designs to reduce their sensitivity to decoherence

mechanisms, and improve fabrication and materials. This e�ort has led to a 6 order of mag-
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nitude increase in qubit lifetimes in less than two decades [Devoret and Schoelkopf, 2013],

rocketing from the nanosecond timescale to milliseconds (quality factors of 107). The main

sources of decoherence are thought to be dielectric loss at interfaces [Wang et al., 2015] and

out-of-equilibrium quasiparticles [Pop et al., 2014, Serniak et al., 2018]. Major progress has

been made for the readout of these systems with the development of quantum-limited ampli-

�ers with which we can measure the qubit state about one thousand times per qubit lifetime

[Hatridge et al., 2013].

3.1.3 QEC with qubit registers: the surface code

QEC consists in prolonging the coherence of a system by detecting and correcting when er-

rors occur due to an undesired interaction with the environment. This requires redundantly

encoding information in a large Hilbert space, which is usually chosen to be the state space of

a multi-qubit register. Currently, the surface code [Bravyi and Kitaev, 1998], is the architec-

ture which is under the most serious consideration by several academic and industrial groups

[Fowler et al., 2012, Barends et al., 2014, Corcoles et al., 2015, Kelly et al., 2015, Riste et al.,

2015]. The surface code model is composed of a large number of identical physical qubits

which are connected in a rectangular grid. By having speci�c linkages between groups of four

adjacent qubits, and fast quantum non-demolition (QND) measurements of their parity, the

entire grid is protected against errors. This strategy has many appealing properties. It re-

quires a minimum number of di�erent types of elements, and once the development of the

elementary cell is successful, the subsequent stages of development might simply be achieved

by brute-force scaling. Moreover, its nearest neighbor coupling topology is compatible with

planar fabrication techniques, and the allowable error rates are of the order of current perfor-

mance levels [Barends et al., 2014]. The huge drawback of this approach is that it requires pro-

hibitive resources. Current estimations [Fowler et al., 2012] show that for each logical qubit,

onewould need of the order of tens of thousands of physical qubits. However, engineering and

controlling arrays of more than 10 qubits remains a di�cult challenge. My research explores

a hardware-e�cient approach which could signi�cantly reduce this overhead.

3.1.4 The cat code

The idea of using Schrödinger cat states to encode quantum information was �rst put for-

ward during my PhD work [Leghtas et al., 2013a]. Since then, this idea has triggered several

theoretical and experimental works, which have put the “cat-code” as a serious candidate for
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fault-tolerant quantum computing, and is now pursued by several groups around the world at

Yale, Sherbrooke, Tsinghua, Chalmers, Stanford and Paris.

Usually, the dominant dissipative processes in an oscillator result from an undesired and

uncontrolled interaction with the environment. Examples are energy loss, energy gain due

to the �nite temperature of the environment, and dephasing due to the random �uctuations

of the frequency of the oscillator. These losses are respectively modeled by loss operators

a, a†, a†a, where a is the annihilation operator of the oscillator. These processes lead to de-

coherence and destroy quantum states such as Schrödinger cat states. Paradoxically, some

dissipative processes can actually protect quantum states against some decoherence channels.

These processes are naturally very weak, and need to be engineered to become dominant (see

methods Sec. 3.3.1). In particular, consider an oscillator which follows the dynamics gov-

erned by the loss operator L2:

L2 =
√
�2

(
a2 − �2

)
, (3.1)

where �2 is the rate at which photons are extracted in pairs, usually referred to as the 2-photon

dissipation rate and the term in �2 results from a drive which inserts pairs of photons. This

system will force all its states into the two-dimensional manifold [Mirrahimi et al., 2014]

ℳ = span{|−⟩�, |+⟩�} ≈ span{|−�⟩ , |�⟩} for large |�| , (3.2)

where where |±⟩� = N+
� (|�⟩ ± |−�⟩), |�⟩ is a coherent state of amplitude �, and N±

� =

1∕
√
2(1 ± e−2|�|2) are normalization factors close to 1∕

√
2 for large |�|.

Let’s de�ne

|0⟩� = 1
√
2

(
|+⟩� + |−⟩�

)
≈ |�⟩ (3.3)

|1⟩� = 1
√
2

(
|+⟩� − |−⟩�

)
≈ |−�⟩ . (3.4)

We can then choose to encode quantum information in states of the form (see Fig. 3.1)

||| ⟩ = c0|0⟩� + c1|1⟩� , (3.5)

where c0, c1 are arbitrary complex numbers satisfying |c0|2 + |c1|2 = 1. Some decoherence

processes, such as dephasing (jump operator a†a), result in the state ||| ⟩ di�using out of the

manifold ℳ. On the other hand, the two-photon dissipation process will con�ne ||| ⟩ in ℳ,

and as a result, the dephasing rate �' is exponentially suppressed in the cat size, leading to an

e�ective bit-�ip rate �X ≈ �'|�|2e−2|�|
2 [Mirrahimi et al., 2014, Appendix A]1.

1Our de�nition of the cat-qubit basis is consistent with [Lescanne et al., 2020] but reversed with respect to
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Figure 3.1: The cat-qubit Bloch sphere. Two-photon dissipation de�nes a set of steady states

which form a Bloch sphere, and can encode quantum information. The |±⟩� states (liying on

the x-axis) are coherent states of amplitude±� with opposite phases, separated in phase space

by the distance 4|�|2. As a function of this distance, phase-�ips are exponentially suppressed,

and bit-�ips will be corrected using a standard repetition code.

Error processes, such as single photon loss (jump operator a) which leave ℳ invariant,

need to be corrected di�erently. Note that a|+⟩� ∝ |−⟩�, and a|−⟩� ∝ |+⟩�. Hence, photon

loss translates into phase-�ips. These can be corrected using a simple three cat-qubit repetition

code (see Fig.2.1), where the two logical states are

|0L⟩ = |+ + +⟩� ,

|1L⟩ = |− − −⟩� .

Finally, the con�ning action of the two-photon dissipation plays a crucial role for fault-

tolerant quantum gates. Indeed, the combined e�ect of a coherent drive and this two-photon

dissipation can lead to quantum Zeno dynamics which act as a gate on our protected qubit

[Touzard et al., 2018a]. Since the state never leaves the manifoldℳ, if an error occurs, during

this gate, it is correctable at the end of the gate.

[Mirrahimi et al., 2014, Grimm et al., 2019]. In the latter references, it is phase-�ips which are exponentially

suppressed.
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Figure 3.2: The cat-qubit (a) Quantum information is encoded in a resonator (blue mirrors)

coupled to its environment through a special apparatus (hatched mirror) where pairs of pho-

tons are exchanged at rate �2 (double arrows). (b) This dynamics is illustrated by a pseudo-

potential V (purple) de�ned over the resonator quadrature phase space (� plane). The cat-

qubit states |0⟩� and |1⟩� lie in the minima of V and are separated in phase space as shown by

their Wigner representations (stacked color plots). Bit-�ip errors, which randomly swap |0⟩�
and |1⟩�, are exponentially suppressed by increasing this separation. Crucially, this pseudo-

potential does not alter quantum superpositions of |0⟩� and |1⟩� such as the Schrödinger cat

state |+⟩�. Reproduced from [Lescanne et al., 2020].

3.1.5 Exponential suppression of bit-�ips

In a recent paper [Lescanne et al., 2020], we havemeasured an exponential decrease of the bit-

�ip rate as a function of the separation |�|2 between states |0⟩� and |1⟩�, while only linearly

increasing the phase-�ip rate (errors that scramble the phase of a superposition of |0⟩� and

|1⟩�). The bit-�ip time reached 1ms, a 300-fold improvement over the energy decay time of the

resonator. This was made possible by inventing a circuit which mediates a pristine non-linear

coupling between the resonator and its environment, thus circumventing the problems of pre-

vious implementations[Leghtas et al., 2015, Touzard et al., 2018b]. Our qubit combines two

unique features: only phase-�ips remain to be actively corrected[Tuckett et al., 2018, Tuckett

et al., 2019b, Tuckett et al., 2019a, Guillaud and Mirrahimi, 2019], and its 2D phase space can

be accessed to perform gates[Mirrahimi et al., 2014, Grimm et al., 2019, Puri et al., 2019, Guil-
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laud and Mirrahimi, 2019], making it an ideal building block for scalable fault-tolerant quan-

tumcomputationwith a signi�cant reduction in hardware overhead [Guillaud andMirrahimi,

2019]. I will now brie�y describe this recent result which will serve as a stepping stone for our

future projects .

A convenient tool to visualize the semi-classical dynamics of Eq. (3.1) is the pseudo-potential

V de�ned over the complex plane as −∇V(�) = d�
dt
, where � is the expectation value of a at

time t in a semi-classical approximation [Lescanne et al., 2020, Supplement]. Stable steady

states are local minima of V (see Fig. 3.2) and correspond to � = ±�. An error process can

disrupt the stability of these states and induce transitions between them. By analogy with a

particle in a double well potential, tunneling (or bit-�ips) from one well to another is expo-

nentially suppressed in the separation between the two wells (here de�ned as |�|2), as long as

the error process ful�lls two criteria: it has to be local and su�ciently weak. An error process

is local if it transforms a state into neighboring states in phase space [Gottesman et al., 2001].

As an example, dominant errors such as photon loss, gain and dephasing are local. Moreover,

the e�ective error rate �err must be weaker than the con�ning rate �conf = 2|�|2�2 inherited

from the con�ning potential V, in order for the cat-qubit states to remain localized near the

potential minima. The outstanding challenge to observe an exponential increase in the bit-�ip

time is therefore to engineer �conf > �err for all dominant local error processes.

Two-photon exchange between a resonator and its environment does not occur sponta-

neously. Instead, it is synthesized by engineering an interaction that exchanges pairs of pho-

tons of the cat-qubit resonator with one photon of an intentionally lossy mode referred to as

the bu�er[Leghtas et al., 2015]. The interaction Hamiltonian takes the form

Hi∕ℏ = g2a†2b + g∗2a
2b† , (3.6)

where b is the annihilation operator of the bu�er and g2 is the interaction strength. Adding

a resonant drive on the bu�er, we recover Eq. (3.1) with �2 ≈ 4|g2|2∕�b and �2 = −�d∕g∗2 ,

where �d is the drive amplitude and �b is the bu�er energy decay rate, engineered to be larger

than g2[Carmichael, 2007, Leghtas et al., 2015]. Conveniently, the separation |�|2 between the

cat-qubit states is readily tunable in situ since it is proportional to the bu�er drive amplitude.

We have implemented a cat-qubit in a circuit quantum electrodynamics architecture de-

scribed in Fig. 3.3 operated at 10 mK. It consists of a sputtered niobium �lm on a silicon

substrate patterned into coplanar waveguide resonators. The cat-qubit mode resonates at

!a∕2� = 8.0381 GHz, has a single photon lifetime T1 = 3.0 �s limited by leakage to the �ux

lines [Lescanne et al., 2020, Methods], and is probed through a transmon qubit coupled to a
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readout resonator followed by a parametric ampli�er. At the �ux operating point, the bu�er

mode resonates at !b∕2� = 4.8336 GHz and has an energy decay rate �b∕2� = 13MHz.

It is a technical challenge to engineer the dyanmics of Eq. (3.6) without inducing spuri-

ous e�ects which are detrimental for the protection of quantum information. Examples of

such e�ects are induced relaxation[Sank et al., 2016, Gao et al., 2018], escape to uncon�ned

states [Lescanne et al., 2019, Verney et al., 2019] and quasiparticle generation[Wang et al.,

2014]. To mitigate these e�ects, the interaction of Eq. (3.6) is induced by a novel non-linear

dipole: the Asymmetrically Threaded SQUID (ATS, Fig 3.3). The ATS consists of a symmet-

ric SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) shunted in its center by a large

inductance, thus forming two loops. Here the inductance is built from an array of 5 Joseph-

son junctions. The ATS mediates an interaction of the form U = −2EJ cos('Σ
) cos(' + '

∆
),

where EJ is the Josephson energy of the SQUID junctions, ' is the phase across the dipole,

and 2'
Σ,∆ are the sum and di�erences of �ux threading the two loops. We bias the ATS at

'Σ = '∆ = �∕2, or equivalently, we thread the left and right loops with �ux � and 0, respec-

tively. In addition, we drive the sum port with a radio-frequency �ux pump �(t). At this bias

point U = −2EJ sin(�(t)) sin('). The ATS is coupled to the bu�er and cat-qubit, so that ' is

a linear combination of a, a†, b, b†, and sin(') contains only odd powers of these operators.

The desired interaction of Eq. (3.6) is present in the expansion of sin('), and is resonantly

selected by a �ux pump frequency !p = 2!a − !b[Vrajitoarea et al., 2019]. In contrast with

previous strategies[Leghtas et al., 2015, Touzard et al., 2018b], the ATS mediates a pristine

two-photon coupling, since Eq. (3.6) is the only leading order non-rotating term, the presence

of the inductive shunt prevents instabilities such as the escape of the bu�er to highly energetic

states[Lescanne et al., 2019, Verney et al., 2019], and the device operates at a �rst order �ux

insensitive point (Fig 3.3c). These features are key in order not to introduce inherent error

processes that cannot be corrected by two-photon dissipation.

The root advantage of the cat-qubit is that its computational states |0⟩� and |1⟩� can be

made arbitrarily long-lived simply by increasing the cat size |�|2, provided that �conf > �err.

In this experiment, the dominant error is due to energy decay so that �err∕2� = (2�T1)−1 =

53 kHz (Extended Data Figure 1), and �conf = 2|�|2�2 with a measured �2∕2� = 40 kHz

(from which we infer g2∕2� = 360 kHz). Hence, we enter the regime �conf > �err as soon

as |�|2 > 0.7. We have measured that for each added photon in the cat-qubit state, the bit-

�ip time is multiplied by 4.2. This exponential scaling persists up to |�|2 ≈ 3.5, and the

bit-�ip time saturates for |�|2 ≥ 5 at 1 ms, a 300-fold improvement over the resonator in-
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trinsic lifetime (see Fig. 3.4). We expect a saturation when the corrected bit-�ip rate reaches

the rate of residual errors which are not correctable, such as non-local errors. In the present

experiment, we attribute this saturation to the coupling with the transmon employed for the

resonator tomography [Lescanne et al., 2020, Supplement], which has a thermal occupation

of 1%, a lifetime T1,q = 5 �s and is dispersively coupled to the cat-qubit resonator with a

rate �qa∕2� = 720 kHz. Over a timescale in the millisecond range, the transmon acquires a

thermal excitation that shifts the cat-qubit resonator frequency by �qa. This triggers a rota-

tion of the resonator states which overcomes the con�ning potential since in this experiment

�qa ≫ �conf∕2 [Lescanne et al., 2020, Methods] (note that tomography protocols compatible

with smaller values of �qa have been recently demonstrated[Touzard et al., 2019, Campagne-

Ibarcq et al., 2019]). During an average timeT1,q, the resonator states acquire an angle of order

�qaT1,q ≫ �∕2. When the transmon excitation decays, the rotation stops and the two-photon

dissipation brings the resonator state back into the cat-qubit computational basis. By virtue

of the dissipative nature of the protection mechanism, this process may result in a bit-�ip but

does not cause any leakage.

Schrödinger cat states like |±⟩� living in a resonatorwith a lifetimeT1, lose their coherence

at a rate 2|�|2∕T1[Haroche andRaimond, 2006]. In the cat-qubit paradigm, this translates into

a phase-�ip rate which increases linearly with the cat size |�|2. In addition, our cat-qubit un-

dergoes a �ux pump, a drive and non-linear interactions, which could further increase the

phase-�ip rate. We measure the phase-�ip rate for increasing |�|2 and con�rm a linear scal-

ing (Fig. 3.5a). Moving towards three dimensional cavities and engineering ever-improving

non-linear interactions should decrease the phase-�ip rate below a threshold where a line

repetition code can actively correct remaining errors [Guillaud and Mirrahimi, 2019].
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3.2 Project proposal: a fault-tolerant logical quantum bit

The program of this project is to develop an entirely new way of encoding quantum informa-

tion,manipulate it in a fault-tolerantmanner, and demonstrate the scalability of this approach.

The new paradigmwewill follow is to correct errors in two stages. First, bit-�ips are prevented

at the hardware level, continuously and autonomously (no measurements are routed in and

out of the system). Second, phase-�ips are corrected using a standard 3 cat-qubit repetition

code with syndrome measurements and feedback. An operation is said to be fault-tolerant

when the failure of one part of the system results at most in a correctable error. In our case,

an acceptable error is a single phase-�ip on one of the cat-qubits, since it can be corrected by

the repetition code.

3.2.1 Observing macroscopic bit-�ip times

We have recently observed the exponential decrease of the bit-�ip rate between our cat-qubit

states |0⟩� and |1⟩�, as a function of their separation in phase space, while only linearly increas-

ing their phase-�ip rate [Lescanne et al., 2020]. In this �rst task, we will improve this result by

increasing the lifetime of the cavity to the state of the art of a millisecond [Reagor et al., 2016]

and probe the cavity state with a minimally invasive measurement apparatus [Campagne-

Ibarcq et al., 2019]. We expect that a cat size of |�|2 ≈ 5 (resp. 10) should lead to amacroscopic

bit-�ip time of ≈ 1 second (resp. 0.5 hour), and a phase-�ip time of ≈ 100 �s (resp. 50 �s).

With such a long bit-�ip time, the entire e�ort of active QEC can be focused on correcting the

only signi�cant error: phase-�ips.

3.2.2 A topologically protected CNOT gate

A crucial step in QEC is to extract information about the encoded system to detect errors.

This is achieved by coupling the system to an ancilla which is then measured. Unfortunately,

the ancilla itself can fail thus producing an error which can propagate to the encoded system.

An error syndrome detector is said to be fault-tolerant when it does not propagate errors on

the encoded system beyond those which can be corrected. In this task we will fabricate such

a detector. A solution which I �nd particularly appealing is the proposal of Ref [Guillaud

and Mirrahimi, 2019]. It maps the joint parity (syndrome for phase-�ips) of two cat-qubits

onto an ancilla cat-qubit through two consecutive CNOT gates (see Fig. 3.6). Each CNOT

rotates the target in phase space by � if and only if the control is in |1⟩� (see Fig. 3.7). This
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phase � is robust to small imprecisions in the gate parameters and is therefore described as

topological, much like a knot is robust to small distortions of a rope. Remarkably this gate does

not convert phase-�ips into bit-�ips, thus preserving the noise bias. In order to implement this

gate, we will employ time-dependent non-linear processes through parametric pumping (see

Sec. 3.3.1). We seek to realize the following Lindbladian loss operators:

Lcontrol =
√
�2

(
a2 − �2

)
(3.7)

Ltarget =
√
�2 (b2 −

1
2�(a + �) + 1

2�e
2i�t∕tgate(a − �)) , (3.8)

where a and b are the control and target annihilation operators, tgate is the gate time which

needs to be larger than 1∕�2. We can estimate a fault-tolerant parity measurement rate Γm ≈

2� × 100 kHz, which is two orders of magnitude larger than the intrinsic loss we expect for

these resonators �1 ≈ 2� × 1 kHz [Kreikebaum et al., 2016].

3.2.3 Three cat-qubit repetition code

Wewill construct a 3 cat-qubit repetition code, with a joint fault-tolerant parity measurement

of cat-qubits 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 (see Fig. 3.8). Since the cat-qubit only su�ers from phase-

�ip errors (bit-�ips are exponentially suppressed), this minimal repetition code provides a

complete 1st order protection. Thanks to QEC, the lifetime of this repetition code is expected

to increase by a factor of the order of (Γm∕�Z)∕
(3
2

)
≈ 17, where �Z = |�|2�1 is the phase-�ip

rate and �1 is the resonator energy decay rate (the denominator
(N
p

)
refers to the number of

ways p cat-qubits out of N can �ip). If we make fast enough progress, we will build a 5 cat-

qubit repetition code, leading to a lifetime improvement of the order of (Γm∕�Z)2∕
(5
3

)
≈ 250.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Parametrically activated non-linear interactions and dissipation

Superconducting circuits have macroscopic degrees of freedom which behave quantum me-

chanically. A non-linear and non-dissipative element such as a Josephson junction, will pro-

vide a non-linear coupling between electro-magnetic modes of the circuit. A typical example

is a linear circuit composed of inductors and capacitors, which incorporates a non-linear ele-

ment (see Fig. 3.8 a-d). TheHamiltonian of such a circuit takes the following form [Nigg et al.,
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2012]:

H =
∑

m
ℏ!ma

†
mam +Unl

'ext (') , (3.9)

' =
∑

m
'm

(
am + a†m

)
, (3.10)

where !m is the frequency of the mth mode, am is its annihilation operator, and 'm is the

zero point �uctuation of the phase for mode m. The energy of the non-linear element is de-

notedUnl
'ext , where 'ext is the �ux threading a loopwhich the non-linear elementmay contain.

The simplest example is that of JJ: Unl
'ext = −EJ

(
cos(') + '2∕2

)
[Leghtas et al., 2015], EJ is

the Josephson energy. One recognizes the Josephson cosine potential, from which we have

subtracted the quadratic part since it is included in the linear Hamiltonian. More generally,

UNL
'ext =

∑
k≥3 ck('ext)'

k, and the form of the coe�cients ck depends on the circuit topology.

A central topic in this project will be to design circuits where certain coe�cients ck dominate

others. As an example, let’s consider the simple case of a JJ. In the regime where ‖'‖ ≪ 1,

we expand the cosine term, and all sorts of non-linear coupling terms appear. Some of these

terms are always non-rotating, in the sense that they are e�ective regardless of the frequency

di�erence of modes m and m’, or in other words, they are not eliminated by performing the

rotating wave approximation. Examples of these terms are:

1. Cross-Kerr terms [Schuster et al., 2007]: they take the form a†mama
†
m′am′ , and can be

interpreted as the number of photons in modem shifting the frequency of mode m’, and

vice versa.

2. Kerr terms [Kirchmair et al., 2013b] take the form a†m
2
am2, and can be interpreted as

the number of photons of modem shifting its own frequency.

More terms can be made non-rotating by driving the circuit with classical drives (see Fig. 3.9),

which can be coupled capacitively or inductively (e.g. by modulating 'ext). For simplicity, we

will focus on a capacitive coupling. This will e�ectively displace one of the modes (let’s say

mode 1), by a scalar term, corresponding to each classical drive, and this scalar will be rotating

at the driving frequency [Leghtas et al., 2015]. Hence the phase operator ' in (3.10) is shifted

to ' =
∑

m 'm
(
am + a†m

)
+ '1

∑
k
(
�k + �∗k

)
, where �k corresponds to the ktℎ drive. Now a

whole variety of terms can be activated by driving the system at well chosen frequencies !k.

Here are examples of terms one can create.

1. Conversion terms (using three wave mixing: [Teufel et al., 2011, Schackert et al., 2013,

Flurin et al., 2015]): they take the form a†mam′�∗k�k′ + h.c, which represent the con-
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version of a photon of mode m into a photon of mode m′. In order to make this term

resonant, the two drives k and k’ need to have a frequency di�erence corresponding to

the frequency di�erence of modes m and m’: !k − !k′ = !m − !m′ .

2. Ampli�cation terms (using three wave mixing [Bergeal et al., 2010, Flurin et al., 2015]):

they take the form amam′�∗k�
∗
k′+h.c, which represent the creation of a pair of photons,

one in mode m and one in m’. This occurs when: !k + !k′ = !m + !m′ .

3. Squeezing term [Kamal et al., 2009]: it takes the form a2m�∗k�
∗
k′ + h.c. This term is made

resonant by applying two drives at frequencies !k,k′ such that !k + !k′ = 2!m.

4. Two-photon conversion terms [Leghtas et al., 2015]: they take the form a2ma
†
m′�∗k+h.c,

where two photons frommodem are converted into one photon of modem′. This term

is made resonant by applying a drive at frequency !k = 2!m − !m′ .

Driving a circuit which incorporates Josephson junctions o�ers a wide range of possibil-

ities to couple modes in a non-linear way, opening the door to a new generation of devices

where the outputs depend non-linearly on the inputs, and to quantum simulations with quan-

tum �uids of light [Carusotto and Ciuti, 2013]. In our project, we use these non-linear cou-

plings to generate multi-photon dissipation, as described in the following paragraph.

Let’s now assume that in addition to the non-linear couplings described in the previous

section, one of the modes, let’s say mode 1, is strongly coupled to the environment and dis-

sipates energy at a rate �1. If one engineers a coupling of the form ganma
†
1+h.c., where g is

the engineered coupling strength, then in the limit where �1 ≫ g, this induces an n-photon

dissipation process on mode m, at rate 4|g|2∕�1. This is derived by adiabatically eliminating

mode 1, see for example [Carmichael, 2007, section 12.1],[Leghtas et al., 2015, supp, section

2.3.1]. The result may be generalized to any coupling of the form gAma
†
1 , where Am is an

arbitrary operator acting on mode m, and this will lead to a dissipation process where the

jump operator is Am. As an example we have recently shown that we can achieve two photon

dissipation [Leghtas et al., 2015]. It is a technical challenge to achieve large multi-photon dis-

sipation without increasing the natural (single photon) decay rate of the mode. Indeed, if no

particular care is taken, the mode could decay directly through the lossy mode it is coupled

to, due to the Purcell e�ect. Engineering circuits where this direct coupling is small will be an

important step in our project.
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Figure 3.3: Circuit diagram and implementation (a) The cat-qubit resonator (blue) is cou-

pled on one end to a transmon qubit and a readout resonator (green) to measure its Wigner

function, and on the other end to the bu�er (red), a lumped element resonator connected to

ground through a non-linear element coined theAsymmetrically Threaded SQUID (ATS). The

ATS consists of a SQUID shunted by an inductance, forming two loops. Pumping the ATS at

frequency !p = 2!a −!b (purple arrow), where !a,b are the cat-qubit and bu�er frequencies,

mediates the exchange of two photons of the cat-qubit (blue arrows) with one photon of the

bu�er (red arrows) (b) False color optical image of the ATS. The shunt inductance is made

of an array of 5 Josephson junctions (marked by large red crosses). The left and right �ux

lines (purple) are connected to the same input through an on-chip hybrid (not represented).

They carry the radio-frequency pump and the DC current I
Σ
, which thread both loops with

�ux '
Σ
. The bottom �ux line (yellow) carries current I

∆
and threads each loop with �ux ±'

∆
.

Combining these two controls, we bias the ATS at the �∕0 asymmetric DC working point.

(c) Measured bu�er frequency (color) as a function of '
Σ
(x-axis) and '

∆
(y-axis), around the

working point '
Σ
, '

∆
= �∕2, �∕2 (white dot). As expected, for '

Σ
= �∕2 (open SQUID), the

bu�er frequency does not depend on '
∆
. We operate the ATS by modulating the �ux along

the orthogonal direction '
Σ
(purple arrow). From this measurement, we extract all the ATS

parameters [Lescanne et al., 2020, Methods]. Reproduced from [Lescanne et al., 2020].
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Figure 3.4: Exponential increase of the bit-�ip time with the cat size. (a) The bit-�ip

time (y-axis) is measured (open circles) as a function of the cat size de�ned as |�|2 (x-axis). Up

to |�|2 ≈ 3.5, Tbit-�ip undergoes an exponential increase to ≈ 0.8 ms, rising by a factor of 4.2

per added photon (the solid line results from a linear �t of the �rst 7 data points). The bit-�ip

time then saturates (dashed line is a guide for the eye) for |�|2 ≥ 5 at 1ms, a factor of 300 larger

than the cat-qubit resonator lifetime T1 in the absence of the pump and drive. Each circle is

obtained frommeasurements such as in (b) for the circle indicated by the blue arrow.. (b) The

cat-qubit is initialized in |0⟩�, for a cat size |�|2 = 5.4. After applying the pump and drive for a

variable duration (x-axis), the population P (y-axis) of |0⟩� (top curve) and |1⟩� (bottom curve)

is measured. The data (open circles) are �tted to decaying exponential functions (solid lines)

from which we extract the bit-�ip time. (c) Each panel displays the measured normalized

Wigner function of the cat-qubit after a pump and drive duration indicated on the right of

each plot. Labels 1-5 mark the correspondence with (b). The populations of |0⟩� and |1⟩� are

extracted from the Wigner amplitude at � = ±� respectively, normalized by the amplitude at

+� at t = 0. The cat-qubit is initialized in |0⟩� (top panel) and over a millisecond timescale,

the population escapes towards |1⟩� (lower panels). The two-photon dissipation ensures that

the cat-qubit resonator state remains entirely in the steady state manifold spanned by |0⟩�
and |1⟩�. Error bars smaller than the data markers size are not represented. Reproduced from

[Lescanne et al., 2020].
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Figure 3.5: Linear increase of the phase-�ip ratewith the cat size. (a) The phase-�ip rate

(y-axis) is measured as a function of the cat size |�|2. The data (open circles) follow a linear

trend (the solid line results from a linear �t) as expected for the decay rate of a Schrödinger cat

coherence Γphase-�ip = 2|�|2∕T1,ef f . Wemeasure T1,ef f = 2.0 �s (see error budget in [Lescanne

et al., 2020, Methods]), comparable to the intrinsic resonator lifetime of 3.0 �s. Each circle

is obtained from measurements such as in (b) for the circle indicated by the blue arrow and

the error bars correspond to the uncertainty on the �tting parameter. (b) The cat-qubit is

prepared in the initial states |±⟩�, for a cat size |�|2 = 2.6. After applying the pump and drive

for a variable duration (x-axis),
⟨
��x

⟩
± is measured for each initial state and the di�erence is

represented on the y-axis. The X Pauli operator of the cat-qubit ��x corresponds to the photon

number parity. The data (open circles) are �tted to a decaying exponential (solid line) from

whichwe extract the phase-�ip rate. (c) Each panel displays themeasured normalizedWigner

function of the cat-qubit after a pump and drive duration indicated on the right of each plot.

Labels 1-5 mark the correspondence with (b). The cat-qubit is initialized in the |+⟩� state

and the positive and negative fringes demonstrate the quantum nature of this initial state (top

panel). The fringe contrast is reduced by single photon loss whichmixes |+⟩� with |−⟩�. Error

bars smaller than the data markers size are not represented. Reproduced from [Lescanne et al.,

2020].
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Figure 3.6: Circuit for the detection of phase-�ips in a three cat-qubit repetition code.

Three data cat-qubits (blue) are coupled to two ancilla cat-qubits (grey). The data qubits store

quantum information in the basis
{
|+ + +⟩� , |− − −⟩�

}
. The ancilla qubits are prepared in the

|++⟩� states. Each CNOTmaps the parity of the target (data) to the control (ancilla). Indeed a

CNOT on control and target acts as follows |++⟩� → |++⟩� and |+−⟩� → |−−⟩�. Hence, two

consecutive CNOT gates map the joint parity of two targets onto the control, which is then

measured in the± basis. The ancilla measurements unravel whether a phase-�ip has occured

on the data, maintaining the purity of the encoded information. The entire cycle is repeated

over time.
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Figure 3.7: CNOTgate between two cat-qubits. Each panel represents theWigner function

of the target and control cat-qubits in their computational states. In this basis, the control

remains unchanged. The target rotates in phase space from time t = 0 to the total gate time

t = Tgate by � if and only if the control is in |1⟩� ≈ |−�⟩. The two-photon pumping is on at

all times during the gate, and since the target loops around phase space, distances between

computational states are maintained at all time. Moreover, a phase-�ip occuring at any time

is not converted into a bit-�ip. Consequently, we do not loose the protection against bit-�ips,

and this gate is said to preserve the bias of the noise.
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Figure 3.8: Quantum information is encoded in superpositions of Schrödinger cat states

(Wigner functions) in high quality cavities (blue). By coupling these cavities to each other and

to photonic baths with carefully tailored interaction couplings, we will demonstrate a fault-

tolerant logical qubit. These couplings are mediated by exotic circuits: element in the form

of a snail (so-called SNAIL [Frattini et al., 2017]), and the double crossed box [Cohen et al.,

2017]. During this project, we will use and improve these circuits to obtain the purest desired

interactions (e.g a2b†, cos(2|�|(a + a†))), while reducing parasitic coupling terms which can

induce errors (e.g. a†ab†b), where a and b are the annihilation operators of the cat-qubit (of

amplitude �) and reservoir resonators respectively. Examples of these circuits are shown: (a)

a rhombus [Douçot et al., 2005], (b) an asymetric Josephson ring modulator [Mirrahimi et al.,

2014], (c) a SNAIL element, (d) a JJ shunted by a superinductance made of granular Alu-

minum (GrAl) [Grünhaupt et al., 2018], (e) our newly invented asymetrically threaded squid

(ATS) [Lescanne et al., 2020].
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Figure 3.9: Parametric pumping: a non-linear element (red box) is drivenwith a pump (purple

wave), thus inducing a desired non-linear process betweenmodes, here: the exchange of pairs

of photons from one mode (blue) to another (green). Figure from [Leghtas et al., 2015].
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Chapter 4

Exotic superconducting circuits

4.1 State of the art

4.1.1 The Cooper pair box, the Transmon and the Fluxonium qubits

Superconducting qubits are arrangements of (i) wires where currents can �ow, (ii) plates

where electric charge can accumulate, and (iii) thin insulating barriers throughwhich charges

can tunnel. These three ingredients act respectively as inductors, capacitors and Josephson

junctions. The energy scales attributed to these elements are respectively the inductive en-

rergy EL, the charging energy EC and the Josephson energy EJ . A general single-degree-of-

freedom superconducting qubit, represented in Fig. 4.1, has the following Hamiltonian

H = 4EC(N −Ng)2 +
1
2EL(' − 'ext)2 − EJ cos(') , (4.1)

whereN is the operator corresponding to the number of tunneled Cooper pairs, and ' its con-

jugate phase operator. The charge o�set and external �ux are denoted Ng and 'ext. Over the

last 20 years, a remarkable number of superconducting qubits have been invented by varying

the two ratios EJ∕EC and EL∕EJ [Girvin, 2011, Devoret and Schoelkopf, 2013, Smith, 2020].

As an example, the Cooper pair box corresponds to EJ∕EC < 1 and EL∕EJ = 0 (i.e the inductor

is replaced by an open). The Transmon operates in the regime where EJ∕EC ≫ 1 (typically

50), and again the inductor is an open circuit. The Fluxonium operates at EJ∕EC > 1, and

EL∕EJ ≪ 1. Sensitivities to various noise sources and intrinsic properties such as anhar-

monicity vary from one circuit to another.
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ECEL EJ

Figure 4.1: General single-degree-of-freedom superconducting qubit.

4.1.2 Exotic circuits with enhanced lifetimes

Let’s start by describing some original approaches to fault-tolerant quantum computing, start-

ingwith topological codes [Kitaev, 2003]where information is encoded in non-abelian anyons,

and gates are performed by braiding. The search for particles with anyonic statistics is an ac-

tive area of research, and their usefulness for quantum computing is still at an exploratory

stage. However, recent works have shown that using Josephson circuits, one can mimic the

properties of a topological qubit, by obtaining two states which are spatially separated in phase

space, andwith an energy di�erencewhich is exponentially small in the system size. A promi-

nent example is the so-called “0-�” qubit which seems promising to robustly encode quan-

tum information [Douçot and Vidal, 2002, Io�e and Feigel’man, 2002, Kitaev, 2006, Brooks

et al., 2013]. The groups led by D. Schuster and J. Koch are working on the experimental im-

plementation of this idea [Groszkowski et al., 2018]. Another direction is to design circuits

which decouple from noise mechanisms by virtue of special symmetries in the circuit at spe-

ci�c bias points. Recently, the group led by V. Manucharyan in Maryland, has fabricated a

device incorporating a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) shunted by a

superinductance (formed by an array of JJs), and by biasing the circuit with a DC magnetic

�ux, dominant decay mechanisms are suppressed, leading to an impressively long decay time

in the millisecond range [Lin et al., 2018].

4.1.3 High impedance circuits

Achieving strong couplings between modes is a pre-requisite to probe and protect quantum

states of light and matter. The electrical coupling to an LC resonator mode scales with its

impedance. This holds for two resonators coupled through a JJ and for a resonator coupled

to a QD. The impedance Z =
√
L∕C of a resonator is said to be large when it exceeds the

impedance quantum ZQ = ℏ∕(2e)2 ≈ 1 kΩ. High impedance resonators require small capac-

itance and very large inductance; the latter is known as a superinductance. For fundamental

reasons (�ne structure constant much smaller than unity), superinductances are not easy to
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fabricate with geometric inductances [Manucharyan, 2012], although this has recently be-

come possible with spiral resonators [Peruzzo et al., 2020] (also developped in the groups of

Gary Steele, Fabien Portier, Max Hofheinz and others). One well-known non-geometric con-

tribution to the inductance originates from the inertia of the charge carriers, the so-called

kinetic inductance. Recent experiments have proposed and demonstrated several new tech-

niques based on: arrays of JJ [Manucharyan et al., 2009, Masluk et al., 2012], atomic layer

deposition [Shearrow et al., 2018], oxidized aluminum grains [Grünhaupt et al., 2018] (see

Fig. 4.2), high kinetic inductance of NbTiN [Bruno et al., 2015], and most interestingly for

this project, the development of an original arrangement of JJs which doubles the phase �uc-

tuations across the circuit, giving rise to an element coined the “cos(2')” junction [Douçot

and Vidal, 2002, Gladchenko et al., 2008, Smith et al., 2020a].

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a granular Aluminum stripline resonator. Typical

dimensions are l ≈ 2mm, b ≈ 3 �m, d ≈ 20 nm. Al grains (bordeaux color) have a diameter

of a few nm. They are separated by aluminum oxide barriers (shown in gray), forming a 3D

network of superconducting islands connected by Josephson contacts. Figure from [Maleeva

et al., 2018].

4.2 Project proposal: synthetic high impedance via circuit en-

gineering1

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. 4.1 in the following form

H = ℏ!a†a − EJ cos('zpf(a + a†) − 'ext) , (4.2)

where ℏ! =
√
8ELEC and 'zpf = ( 2EC

EL
)
1∕4

=
√
Z∕2ZQ. The annihilation and creation opera-

tors a and a† were introduced such that ' = 'zpf(a + a†). This Hamiltonian now resembles

that of a harmonic oscillator perturbed by a Josephson potential.
1Since the time of writing, this work has been published in Ref [Smith et al., 2020b]
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The regime where phase �uctuations of the resonator across the JJ exceed unity: 'zpf > 1,

has been out of reach until very recently. This regime has promising applications for protected

qubits [Brooks et al., 2013] and fault-tolerant error syndromes [Cohen et al., 2017].

A recent experiment [Pechenezhskiy et al., 2019] has accomplished a nano-fabrication

tour-de-force by suspending an array of 460 JJs above the Si substrate. In this con�guration,

the electromagnetic mode is in vacuum rather than Silicon which has a relative permittivity

of ≈ 11.7, leading to an increase in the circuit impedance.

In this project, we enter the regime where 'zpf > 1 by circuit engineering: we replace

the JJ by an exotic circuit coined the cos(2') element [Smith et al., 2020a] (see Fig. 4.4). This

circuit contains two JJs in parallel, each in series with inductances of energy 2�L. These ele-

ments form a loop threaded by �ux �ext. The theoretical prediction is that this circuit has the

following Hamiltonian at �ext = 0, �:

H�ext=0 = ℏ!0a†a − EJ,0 cos('zpf,0(a + a†) − 'ext) (4.3)

H�ext=� = ℏ!�a†a − EJ,� cos(2
(
'zpf,�(a + a†) − 'ext

)
) , (4.4)

where !� = !0∕
√
2, EJ,� = EJ,0 and 2'zpf,� = 23∕4'zpf,0. Note that the e�ective zero-point-

�uctuations have gained a factor 23∕4, leading to an e�ectively increase in the impedance by

a factor 23∕2 ≈ 2.8.

We verify this prediction by a spectroscopy measurement. First, a calibration experiment

(Fig. 4.6) maps the controls (Ix, Iy) to the two Hamiltonian parameters ('ext, �ext). Then,

through two-tone spectroscopy, we measure the circuit transition frequency as a function of

'ext for �ext = 0 and �ext = � (see Fig. 4.7). We observe, as expected, a signi�cant �attening

of the �rst transition energy as a function of 'ext. By �tting this data to the model of Eq. (4.2),

we �nd that the zero-point-�uctuations of the phase are increased from 1.95 to 3.56.
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Figure 4.3: Energy levels of a Fluxonium qubit. (Left) Potential energy U and the lowest

energy levels at 'ext = −1.2�. (Right) Three lowest transition energies (blue, gree, red) for

various 'zpf, keeping the central lowest resonance constant. As 'zpf exceeds unity, the �ux

dependence of the lowest energy transition is washed out.

Effective impedance
is doubled

Figure 4.4: The cos(2') Fluxonium. (Left) a typical Fluxonium qubit. (Right) The JJ is

replaced by a dipole (blue) composed of an exotic arrangement of two JJs and four inductors.

At �ext = �, this dipole energy is cos(2') where ' is the phase across the dipole (rather the

cos(') for a JJ).
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Figure 4.5: Picture of sample. (Top left) Optical image of the cos(2') Fluxonium (light gray,

Aluminum) and its �ux bias lines (dark gray, Nb). The substrate is Silicon. The left plates

are antenna pads (not represented in Fig. 4.4) to readout this qubit through the in/out port.

(Bottom left) SEM image of 7 of the≈100 JJs forming the superinductor of energy EL. (Bottom

right) SEM image of one of the 2 JJs forming the cos(2') element. (Right) Sample holder

housing the chip.
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Figure 4.6: DCbias calibration. Phase of the re�ected signal at the antenna frequency (color)

as a function of the DC currents Ix and Iy �owing through the two ports depicted in Fig. 4.5.

Guides to the eye show the tilted axis corresponding to 'ext and �ext
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity to �ux washed out by zero-point-�uctuations. Measured circuit

transition frequencies (open circles) and corresponding �ts (full lines) as a function of 'ext
(x-axis). The circuit is operated at �ext = 0 (left) and �ext = � (right).
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Chapter 5

Quantum sensing of a mesoscopic

system

My research focuses on using superconducting circuits not only to robustly encode quantum

information, but also to probe fundamental properties of mesoscopic systems.

5.1 State of the art

5.1.1 Mesoscopic quantum electrodynamics

A system is said to be mesoscopic if its dimension is much larger than the size of the atoms

which compose it, but small enough for quantum e�ects to emerge. This usually implies

systems with dimensions in the micrometer range which are fabricated in clean room facil-

ities, and temperatures below 1 Kelvin which are cooled down in dilution refrigerators. In

mesoscopic systems, electrons behave as waves and not merely as point-like particles, and can

display a rich variety of physical phenomena such as the Aharonov-Bohm e�ect. A typical

example of a mesoscopic system is a quantum dot (QD) [Kouwenhoven et al., 2001]. QDs are

zero dimensional objects meaning that their size is constrained in the three spatial dimen-

sions: height, length and width. QDs play the role of electron boxes, where electrons occupy

quantum states consistentwith the boundary conditions imposed by the box. They can be real-

ized starting from higher-dimensional objects, provided that electrodes are used to ultimately

con�ne electrons in small volumes.

The most common way to probe these systems is through DC transport measurements.

A voltage bias is applied and a current is measured, and relevant parameters are varied such
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as gate bias voltages and magnetic �elds. Recently, mesoscopic systems have been embedded

in photonic cavities and probed with microwaves, starting the emergent �eld of mesoscopic

quantum electrodynamics (QED) [Delbecq et al., 2011]. Initially, the motivation was to me-

diate couplings between distant QDs for quantum information processing [Childress et al.,

2004]. The goal of mesoscopic QED then expanded to using microwave as a complementary

probe of mesoscopic systems [Desjardins et al., 2017, Hays et al., 2018, Tosi et al., 2019]. First,

DC transport necessitates to couple the system to electrodes, making it an open quantum sys-

tem which exchanges particles with its environment. This coupling leads to decoherence and

can damp quantum signatures. In contrast, microwave photons can non-destructively interact

with the system electrons, which can be completely isolated from their electrodes. Second,mi-

crowavemeasurements provide complementary information toDCmeasurements. For exam-

ple, in the Kondo regime, microwavemeasurements revealed that the Kondo conduction peak

is not accompanied by charge �uctuations in the QD [Desjardins et al., 2017], demonstrating

a long-standing theoretical prediction. In the same spirit, we are building an experiment to

detect the entanglement of a single Cooper pair by extracting it from a mesoscopic supercon-

ducting lead into two QDs, and swapping the spin entanglement into entangled propagating

microwave photons.

5.1.2 Carbon nanotubes

Wewill use carbon nanotubes (CNT) [Laird et al., 2015] as a base material for our mesoscopic

system. ACNT is a rolled up graphene sheet, with a diameter of a fewnanometers, and lengths

as long as a few microns. Due to the small radial dimension, a CNT is an almost ideal one di-

mensional conductor, which has been shown to grow exceptionally cleanly, leading to low

inherent disorder [Cao et al., 2005]. Moreover, the micron length of a CNT makes it possible

to control the potential at each point along its length using an array of transverse electrostatic

gates [Waissman et al., 2013]. These gates are used to con�ne electronic states in the longi-

tudinal dimension, and to tune, in-situ, their coupling to fermionic reservoirs. A particularly

attractive feature of CNTs, is that they can be stapled [Waissman et al., 2013] on a wide vari-

ety of circuits, and in particular, high quality superconducting circuits [Cubaynes et al., 2019]

incorporating JJs. In this project, we will use a CNT to form two quantum dots, which will

each hold one electron of a split Cooper pair.
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5.1.3 Probing spins with photons

Many groups around the world have achieved or are pursuing the strong coupling of a single

spin to the electromagnetic mode of a cavity. This task is challenging because the natural cou-

pling of a spin to the magnetic part of the electromagnetic �eld is weak [Tosi et al., 2014]. One

route is to increase this coupling by con�ning the microwave �eld in a constriction of nano-

metric dimensions [Haikka et al., 2017, Bienfait et al., 2016]. Another route is to hybridize the

spin and the charge in order to bene�t from the strong charge coupling but without signi�-

cantly degrading spin coherence [Childress et al., 2004]. Recently, strong coupling of a single

spin to a single photon has been achieved in a Silicon double quantum dot withmicromagnets

[Samkharadze et al., 2018,Mi et al., 2018], and in a CNT using the proximity e�ect of two non-

collinear ferromagnetic leads [Cottet andKontos, 2010, Cubaynes et al., 2019]. Wewill borrow

the ideas from all these works to enhance the spin-photon coupling, using in particular a CNT

with ferromagnetic leads and high impedance microwave resonators.

5.2 Project proposal: Measuring the entanglement of a single

Cooper pair

In parallel to the increasingly exquisite control we have over superconducting circuits, impor-

tant developments in the nanofabrication of CNT devices have been made [Waissman et al.,

2013], letting us envision experiments which would have been out of reach a few years ago.

I will now a describe our plan to measure the spin entanglement of a single Cooper pair (see

Fig. 5.1).

5.2.1 Coherent swap of a single Cooper between a superconductor and a dou-

ble QD

When a superconductor is connected to a double QD at a distance smaller than the supercon-

ducting coherence length, it has been predicted that a single Cooper pair (CP) can coherently

tunnel from the superconductor into the two quantum dots, forming a spatially separated sin-

glet state [Recher et al., 2001]. The coherence of this singlet state depends on two ingredients:

�rst the coherence of the splitting process itself, and then the dephasing time of the double

QD. Regarding the latter point, we have recently obtained promising dephasing times in a

CNT double QD [Cubaynes et al., 2019]. The former point is due to the fact that CP injection
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Figure 5.1: Principle for the detection of the spin-entanglement of a single Cooper pair. A

mesoscopic superconductor (central lead) is galvanically coupled to a CNT which forms two

QDs. A coherent hopping term transfers a single Cooper (circled pair of spins) to the QDs.

Lateral non-colinear ferromagnetic electrodes (boxes with arrows), induce a spin-photon cou-

pling between the QDs and their neighboring superconducting resonator (gray meanders).

These resonators will be frequency tunable by threading magnetic �ux through a SQUID

(crosses). The resonator will induce spin �ips and transfer the spin-entanglement to two

propagating photons (blue and green wavy lines), which will be detected with state of the art

quantum limited ampli�ers (triangles). The entire sequence will be governed by gate voltages

VgL, VgR (brown lines).

is due to a coherent cross Andreev re�ection which induces a coherent coupling teℎ between

the state where the CP is in the superconductor and the state where the CP is in the double

QD. The goal of this task is to experimentally verify that this splitting is coherent andmeasure

its strength. Using gate voltages, we have an in-situ control of the chemical potential of the

left and right QD: �L, �R. By sweeping their sum value �Σ = �L + �R through the chemical

potential of the superconductor �S, we e�ectively sweep the energy of the singlet |S⟩ state

through the energy of the unoccupied state |∅,∅⟩ (see Fig. 5.2). At resonance �Σ = �S, since

the superconductor induces a coupling between |∅,∅⟩ and |S⟩, we should observe an energy

splitting whose magnitude is precisely 2
√
2teℎ. We denote |V1⟩ and |V2⟩ the two correspond-

ing eigenstates. I now explain how we plan to measure this avoided crossing. Since we are

interested in the regime where the DQD is closed, transport measurements will provide weak
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signals. I will follow the proposal of Ref. [Cottet, 2012] which uses a microwave cavity. The

cavity photons couple |V1⟩ to |V2⟩. Employing a two-tone spectroscopy, we expect that when

we drive the |V1⟩ to |V2⟩ transition, we observe a frequency shift on the cavity. This shift ver-

i�es � = gC2∕∆, where gC is the cavity to QD coupling gC ≈ 2� × 25MHz [Cubaynes et al.,

2019], and ∆ is the detuning between the cavity and the |V1⟩ to |V2⟩ transition, which lies in

the GHz range. This leads to a shift in the MHz range, comparable to the linewidths of our

cavities, so this shift should be observable.

Figure 5.2: Predicted anti-crossing of the double QD energy levels as a function of the chem-

ical potential sum �Σ. This diagram provides a direct measure of the coherent hopping teℎ
of a single Cooper pair between the superconductor and the QDs. This anti-crossing will be

measured with a microwave resonator which couples to the transition between the system

eigenstates |V1⟩ and |V2⟩. When �Σ ≫ teℎ, |V2⟩ resembles the singlet state |S⟩, and |V1⟩ the

doubly unoccupied state |∅,∅⟩, and these roles are reversed for �Σ ≪ teℎ. The red straight line

covers the three degenerate eigenenergies corresponding to the three triplet states ||||T0,+,−
⟩
.

5.2.2 Cavity-enhanced single-spin spontaneous emission

Once the CP is transferred from the superconducting lead to the double QD, its spin entangle-

ment needs to be converted into the entanglement of two photons. This conversion relies on

a spin-photon coupling, which we plan to measure in this step. Since the natural spin-photon

coupling is weak, we will synthesize a spin-orbit interaction which, with the strong natu-

ral charge-photon coupling, leads to a strong synthetic spin-photon coupling. This has been
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achieved by using non-collinear ferromagnetic leads [Viennot et al., 2015, Cubaynes et al.,

2019]. We now give an intuitive picture of the origin of this synthetic spin-photon coupling.

Let us assume for de�niteness that the double QD is initially only populated with a spin up

electron in the left dot, with a spin quantization axis parallel to the magnetization of the left

electrode. The cavity electrical �eld couples strongly to the electric dipole formed by the two

dots, and can hence induce a transition from the left to the right dot, and vice versa. As the

electron is transferred to the right dot, it encounters a magnetization which is non collinear

to its spin, and hence will precess thus �ipping its spin, before being transferred back by the

cavity �eld to the left dot. This process is maximally e�cient when the cavity mode is reso-

nant with the energy di�erence between the two opposite spin states caused be the Zeeman

splitting. We will satisfy this resonance condition by tuning the cavity frequency in-situ. The

tunability will be possible by interrupting the resonator with a SQUID, thus making the res-

onator frequency �ux dependent. The goal of this task will be to observe the electron spin �ip

accompanied by a single photon emission in the resonator. The photon will travel through

the transmission line towards our detector. The spin-photon coupling can be measured by

measuring the increased decay rate s at which the electron spin �ips when the resonator is

tuned into resonance [Bienfait et al., 2016]. We �nd s = 4gs2∕�r, where gs is the spin photon

coupling rate and �r is the resonator energy decay rate. Assuming gs = 2�×1MHz [Cubaynes

et al., 2019], and �r = 2� × 4 MHz, we �nd s = 2� × 1 MHz, which is more than a factor

of two greater than the natural dephasing time of the spin transition [Cubaynes et al., 2019].

Hence this accelerated decay should be observable, leading to the observation of a single pho-

ton emitted by a single electron spin �ip. The nature of the emitted photon will further be

investigated using state of the art quantum limited ampli�ers.

5.2.3 Measuring the entanglementof the radiationemittedbya singleCooper

pair

Using the results of the two previous tasks, we will fabricate a device capable of measuring

the spin entanglement of a single CP. Each QDwill be coupled to a separate microwave cavity.

Starting from the doubly unoccupied state, we will tune the gate voltages to bring the left and

right dots into resonance with the superconducting lead. As soon as the CP is transferred, the

swap will be interrupted by moving the dots out of resonance with the superconducting lead.

By tuning the gate voltages and �ux in each cavity accordingly, we will induce the transition

between the singlet state and the statewith both electrons in spin down. This transitionwill be
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accompanied by the emission of two entangled microwave photons (see Fig. 5.3). The emit-

ted photons can be measured using state of the art quantum limited parametric ampli�ers.

Each cavity will be connected to its custom made ampli�er and by analyzing the correlations

between the two measurements, we can recover the full density matrix of the two traveling

�elds [Eichler et al., 2011, Gasparinetti et al., 2017]. We will then back-out the density matrix

of the two electrons prior to their photonic emissions.

Q amp Q amp

I

Q

I

Q

gs
κr κr

I Q
n m , ...

Singlet quantum
state reconstruction

01 0

0

gs

1

0

Figure 5.3: Principle of our spin entanglement detector. Two microwave resonators, one cou-

pled to the left dot (green) and another to the right dot (blue), are each tuned into resonance

with the left and right spin-�ip transition. Starting from a spin singlet state, this results in

the emission of an entangled pair of propagating microwave photons. Using state of the art

quantum limited ampli�ers (triangles) we will detect the (I, Q) quadratures of these �elds. By

repeating the experiment tens of thousands of times, we will accumulate statistics and calcu-

late correlations (brackets). This will lead to the full state reconstruction of the electronic state

prior to the photonic emissions.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Fabrication of carbon nanotube devices

This project requires the splitting of a single Cooper pair. For that purpose, we will use a

carbon nanotube (CNT) as a 1D conductor, and electrodes will delimit two regions (quan-

tum dots) where electrons can localize. As we have already recently demonstrated [Cubaynes
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et al., 2019], we will follow the technique introduced in [Waissman et al., 2013] for the deter-

ministic creation of locally-tunable, ultralow-disorder electron systems in carbon nanotubes

suspended over complex electronic circuits. The CNT is mechanically transferred onto the

circuit at the very last step of the fabrication process, which is done in two steps.

1. Circuit chip: the circuit chip will be a Si substrate containing the Nb resonators, the

SQUIDS, PdNi electrodes which are non parallel (for non-collinearity of the magneti-

zation, see Fig. 5.4), and back gates. The SQUID Josephson junctions will be fabricated

using the standard Dolan bridge technique and double angle evaporation. Aggressive

cleaning techniques can be used to get high quality resonators.

2. CNT growth and stapling: The CNTs are grown on a separate chip in between micro-

metric teeth of a comb. This preserves the nanotube during the whole process from

any chemical pollution. A micro-manipulator and piezo-electric controller drives the

CNT onto the electronic circuit. The integrated CNT can be characterized with con-

ductance measurement (bundles, metallic, semi-conductor, presence of defects). In

addition, optical Rayleigh characterization before the transfer can give insight on the

semi-conducting gap and chirality of the CNTs. This control on the CNT increases the

reproduciblity of the devices. This technique has become very e�cient with a dedicated

equipment built in-house at the host laboratory and allows a rapid transfer of the CNT

under vacuum condition [Cubaynes et al., 2019].
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Figure 5.4: Left: atomic force micrograph of a SWCNT (single wall CNT) with three top DC

bias gates (Vg1, Vgt, Vg2), and a �nger (VgRes) reaching from a superconducting resonator.

Right: magnetic force micrograph showing that the source S and drain D electrodes are made

out of a ferromagnetic alloy (PdNi). Black and white colors correspond to north and south

poles of ferromagnetic domains. Figure from [Viennot et al., 2015]. In this project, I will use

this technique to induce spin-photon coupling between a Cooper pair splitter and a cavity.
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Chapter 6

Outlook

Can quantum information be encoded over macroscopic timescales ? That is, can an arbitrary

unknown quantum state be protected from decoherence for milliseconds, seconds, minutes

or even hours ? In theory, nothing prevents quantum error correction protocols from arbitrar-

ily extending the lifetime of quantum information by encoding it across an ever increasing

number of degrees of freedom. However, as an experimental physicist, I feel compelled to

verify this in the laboratory. The beauty of this quest is that the steps along the way are likely

to be at least as intriguing as the end goal. While succeeding would imply lifting one of the

major roadblocks towards the emergence of quantum technologies, every order of magnitude

improvement in the lifetime promises to unveil mysterious physical phenomena. As we de-

sign protocols to correct against errors induced by interactions with local environments, what

will we learn about the remaining uncorrected error channels ? I believe that error-corrected

quantum bits could be used as low-dark-count probes for correlated noise such as high energy

particle impacts caused by cosmic rays or radioactive emissions [Vepsäläinen et al., 2020, Car-

dani et al., 2020], or even contemplate sensing minuscule traces of decoherence caused by

dark matter [Riedel, 2013] or gravity [Diósi, 1987].
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